
Matter and Form V2 +Quickscan 3D Scanner MFS1V2
V2 3D Scanner

Designed to transform beginners to professionals, the V2 is the next evolution of desktop 3D
scanning. Unlock your potential with a 3D scanner powered by MFStudio, and experience the
rewarding feeling of watching your real life objects become digitized before your eyes.

MFStudio software

Your hardware is only as good as the software that runs it. MFStudio has been designed over 5
years with the feedback from our users. It’s a powerful software tool that lets you fly through
projects with ease. Enjoy total control over your scanning setup to achieve great results. Create
something spectacular.

+Quickscan

Turbo boost your V2 3D scanner with the +Quickscan upgrade for MFStudio. +Quickscan lets
you get complete geometry in as fast as 65 seconds. This add-on delivers game-changing
speed, and real-time feedback, giving you license to scan freely without having to wait.

Sleek, foldable design

Start introducing digital techniques into your creative process. Whether you are new to 3D, or
you are a digital pro, the V2 can open up your possibilities. Build an intuitive bridge between the
physical and virtual mediums to diversify your process.

Compatibility

Works with almost any video graphics card, including most legacy cards.

The tool for digital craftsmanship
For 3D Printing

The perfect 3D printing companion, the V2 is designed to integrate seamlessly into your
workflow. Simply scan, mesh and export your creation, to be used with any 3D printer in the
world.

For Art + Design

Start introducing digital techniques into your creative process. Whether you are new to 3D, or
you are a digital pro, the V2 can open up your possibilities. Build an intuitive bridge between the
physical and virtual mediums to diversify your process.

For Archiving + Researching

A new way to analyze. Preserve artifacts and share real metrics with digital archiving. Open up
opportunities with interactive, tactile learning experiences. Preserve and promote cultural
heritage with 21st century technology.

For Education in 3D

Bring arts, sciences, and technology together with project-based learning using 3D scanning.
The diverse applications of 3D scanning allow a unique, practical method of inquiry into core



disciplinary topics. Students working with 3D printers now have the speed, accuracy, and
ownership to extend their ideas further.

Important Selling Points
- 65 second scan time
 - Works on Mac OS 10.11+, Windows (64 bit) 7, 8.11, 10 
 - Works with nearly all video graphics cards (Our competitors invariably require
powerful video cards; we work with nearly any card. This is particularly important for
schools as they usually have older computers.)

Video Links and Examples
Tutorial video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6uRNl8axaT8

Short Demo Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EndVF_0T1zg

Little Shop of Hearts video:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KmbvpLFYj0A

3D Model Flashlight: https://bevelpix.com/creations/5b2c171109d8d2b56387d210

3D Model Leopard: https://bevelpix.com/creations/5b33a0c509d8d2b56387d23a

3D Model Knight: https://bevelpix.com/creations/5b32a7c209d8d2b56387d22a

Tech Specs
Get up to 0.1 mm accuracy with the precision of these eye safe red lasers. Supported on both
Windows and Mac, with multiple export capability for 3D printing.

Scan Performance
ACCURACY

Size accuracy: within +/- 0.1mm

MAXIMUM OBJECT SIZE AND WEIGHT
Height: 25 cm (9.8 in)
Diameter: 18 cm (7.0 in)
Weight: 3.0kg (6.6 lbs)

Scanner
OPTICS

HD CMOS sensor
2 lasers

CONNECTIVITY
USB 2.0 high speed interface

POWER INPUT
100-240 V

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EndVF_0T1zg


OPERATING TEMPERATURE
15° - 32° C (60° - 90° F)

Software
MFStudio with +Quickscan

SUPPORTED PLATFORMS
Windows 7, 8.1, 10 (64 bit)
MacOS 10.11+

SUPPORTED LANGUAGES
English
French
Spanish
Italian
Arabic
Portuguese
Chinese (Traditional & Simplified)
German

MINIMUM COMPUTER SPECS
CPU: i5
RAM: 4GB

FILE EXPORT SUPPORT
Point Cloud: PLY, XYZ
Mesh: STL, OBJ, GLTF, PLY, DAE

Size and Shipping
Height: 34.5 cm (13.5 in)
Width: 21 cm (8.25 in)
Open Length: 34.5 cm (13.5 in)
Closed Length: 8.5 cm (3.5 in)
Weight: 1.71kg (3.77 lbs)

ESTIMATED SHIPPING DIMENSIONS
cm: 21 x 11 x 53
inch: 4.25 x 12 x 21
Weight: 3.13 kg (6.9 lb)

IN THE BOX
Matter and Form 3D Scanner
USB B cable
AC Power adapter with interchangeable worldwide power plugs
Calibration card
User Manual
Product Information Booklet
Small Plastic Toy


